ERRATA

Certain errors concerning the illustrations, arising from problems in the production schedule and entirely beyond the control of the author, have regrettably occurred in


p. 424, paragraph 3, line 4: *for* Pl. 91:a–c *read* Pl. 91:b–d

p. 425, Fig. 3:C: The lower arrow indicating the measurement to the face of the block (excluding the taenia) was omitted in printing.

p. 426, paragraph 2, line 2: *for* Pl. 91:c *read* Pl. 91:d

Paragraph 3, line 6: *for* Pl. 91:d *read* Pl. 91:a

Footnote 12, line 2: *for* Pl. 91:d *read* Pl. 91:a

p. 429, Fig. 6: The distance from the center of the corner column of the paraskenion to the face of the wing wall should read, as on the author’s revised drawing, 2.80 *not* 2.85.

Pl. 91:b: *for* front view *read* rear view

Pl. 91:c: *for* Rear view *read* Front view